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The 124th Horse Show at Veronafiere 3-6 November  

FIERACAVALLI: 124th EDITION READY TO GO. VERONA 3-6 NOVEMBER 2022 

The international equestrian event returns to its original format with the claim “Closer Together". So many 
appointments eagerly awaited at a Show that by now has become a unique event increasingly replete with 
unmissable initiatives. From the sporting excellence of the XXI Longines FEI Show Jumping World CupTM, 
to the spectacular Gold Gala evening show, the breeds on display, and a great many events with the theme 
of sustainability as the leitmotif for all collateral initiatives. 

Verona. 26 October 2022 - Fieracavalli  - now at its 124th edition - will resume its original four-day format 3-
6 November 2022 at Veronafiere, with an impressive programme of events, exhibitions, conferences and 
social projects, all inspired by sustainability.   

"Closer Together" is the claim for Fieracavalli 2022which confirms its status not only as a reference event 
for its community but also a major international event and the "place to be" even for the merely curious to 
browse around a world where passion for horses meets people, business, sport, lifestyle, entertainment, 
local areas and digital innovation. A perfect compendium capable of involving everyone in every possible 
way: companies, operators and experts, athletes, slow tourism lovers and families. This is because Fieracavalli 
is the only event that represents and promotes every aspect of the equestrian value chain. The most 
important partnerships for the event are confirmed: main sponsor Volkswagen, safety partner Kask and ever 
closer cooperation with Scuderia 1918, the international racing team that has always promoted innovations 
which has planned numerous initiatives for the coming edition of Fieracavalli: with the first metaverse 
dedicated to the equestrian world, launched at Fieracavalli 2021, and the Top Team competition that has 
already involved riders of the calibre of Lorenzo De Luca, Jessica Springsteen and Kevin Staut. The faces, 
stories and protagonists of the 4-day equestrian event will be in the forefront thanks to Radio Montecarlo, 
with links and live interviews. 

As regards the sport offering, the bond with the Italian Federation of Equestrian Sports is stronger than 
ever - bringing together the best talent for tomorrow with the Cup and Grand Prix of the Regions and the 
Sport Project in the FISE Arena, home to excellence Made in Italy that will see its programme schedule 
expand between 2022 and 2023. The Volkswagen Hall, on the other hand,  is the venue for the grand finals 
of the two national show jumping circuits "produced by Fieracavalli": the 124x124 and the Italian Champions 
Tour will both take place in the prestigious ring in Hall 8. With upgraded technical aspects and dimensions, it 
is making ready to host the most eagerly awaited sporting event - the XXI Longines FEI Show Jumping World 
CupTM, which resumes its original competitor capacity and includes some of the top names in the world 
ranking, starting from world no.1 Henrik von Eckermann.  

The journey into the world of equestrian breeds, on the other hand, sets off from Halls 2 and 3, with the 
oldest Italian breeds and the Italian saddle horse, in collaboration with MIPAAF and AIA. Hall 9, on the other 
hand, takes visitors into the world of Spanish Thoroughbreds, Criollo horses and the truly imposing Friesians. 
Two entire Halls (11 and 12) focus on traditions and horse breeds from abroad: appaloosa, paint and quarter 
horses are the American breeds on display, together with the by now traditional appointment with the 
Westernshow. This year, it hosts the queen of stars and stripes disciplines, with the "Initiation to Reining" 
trophy promoted by FISE, together with the national barrel and pole bending events and the aptitude trials 
involving these American breeds. There is also room, of course for the prince of equestrian breeds - Arabian 
thoroughbreds - the protagonist of a prestigious international morphological competition dedicated to this 
extraordinary breed. 
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Horses can also be a vector of strong messages focusing to great effect on aspects of the UN 2030 Agenda 
for sustainable development. Fieracavalli has been committed for many years to promoting the role of horses 
as a vehicle for Sustainability, social inclusion, local areas, slow tourism and bringing new generations closer 
to the equestrian world. In this context, Fieracavalli this year boasts three events organized on inaugural day 
alone. They will highlight three of the Show's flagship projects: the first is the horseback "raid" from Munich 
to Verona - a project promoted by Fieracavalli and Veronafiere which, 17 years after the last edition, returns 
to help raise awareness and promote slow and sustainable tourism. An itinerary of more than 600 km in 
several stages from Munich to Verona, where the riders will arrive in the morning on Thursday 3 November. 
The same day will see the award of the first stable technician diplomas to present and former inmates of 
Montorio Prison. The evening schedule (in Hall 8) welcomes the Riding the Blue Charity Dinner & Gala, which 
will open the first evening of the Gold Gala by celebrating the conclusion of the fund-raising efforts for the 
horse therapy research and autism project inaugurated by Fieracavalli in 2019. Both projects were set in 
motion thanks to the rewarding and lasting collaboration between Fieracavalli and ASD Horse Valley Riding.  

Hall 4, on the other hand, hosts "Riding Sustainability - Dialogues on the sustainable future of the 
equestrian world" - a talk area for comparisons and ideas about the future of society and the equestrian 
sector, through to the wide-ranging efforts for supervision, awareness and respect for horses through the 
“Fieracavalli code of ethics”. This programmatic and binding document is shared with all exhibitors attending 
the event.  

A focus on horses and their relationship with people is also at the heart of the Horse Friendly Arena (Hall 9), 
where demonstrations by some of the finest natural training schools are scheduled every day. 

Space for entertainment.  

Fieracavalli is not just a trade fair. It is a huge and multifaceted event to be experienced to the full, where 
technicians, enthusiasts and even the merely curious approaching the equestrian world for the first time all 
come together. And the events scheduled during the day and in the evening during the show equally appeal 
to old and young newcomers alike.  
 
During the day, Hall 1 is home to the Family area which expands the play-educational area with many 
animated "informative" moments and the traditional "saddle christening" - which this year - for the first time 
- is joined by the "horseback acrobatic christening" with world champion Anna Cavallaro. The central 
outdoor areas welcome a endless sequence of spectacular, exciting events, as well as Italy's ancient farriery 
and agricultural traditions, not to mention the regional food area with the first Sapori di Razza Competition 
with Alessandro Borghese. A jury of experts and visitors will be asked to identify the best regional street food 
for the “Sapori di Razza Fieracavalli 2022” award presented by Borghese in person.  
 
In the evening, entertainment means "Meraviglia" with the return of the ever-popular Gold Gala with some 
of the best-known and well-loved names in the international equestrian community - such as the 
extraordinary French artist Lorenzo or the Italian dressage champion Andrea Giovannini. For everyone keen 
not to miss the evening atmosphere to breath and enjoy in the halls and the outdoor areas - here comes 
"Fieracavalli Nights": open till late (23:00 ) over the first three evenings of Fieracavalli (until Saturday 5 
November) while dancing to country rhythms in the Westernshow saloon, visitors can also enjoy the regional 
street food and, above all, wander around the boxes to admire the finest show of all: the horses.  

Boasting 124 years of history, the traditional annual event for lovers of the equestrian world is ready to 
welcome you to Verona 3-6 November. www.fieracavalli.it/biglietti. 


